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Lure Coursing

Wire Muzzle - S
Italian Greyhound Wire Muzzle of Australian type. Made of
hardened stainless steel wire. Fits Italian Greyhound.
Available in two sizes. You can also buy our muzzles from
us at lure coursing events etc. Contact us for more
information. Read more about muzzle adjustment.

245,00SEK

Wire Muzzle - M
Wire Muzzle of Australian type in three sizes for Whippet,
Bazenji and others. Made of hardened stainless steel wire.
Details lined in PVC. The size will easily be adjusted with the
nosebracket and neckbracket. NOTE! The nosebracket and
the neckbracket may NOT be adjusted only by wire
bending. After try-in the wire must be cut to adequate
length. The color of the lining shows the size. Length = the
length of the muzzle without neckband (see picture above).
You can also buy our muzzles from us at lure coursing
events etc. Contac us for more information. Read more
about muzzle adjustment.

245,00SEK

Wire Muzzle - L
Wire Muzzle of Australian type in nine sizes for Saluki,
Greyhound, Spanish Greyhound, Borzoi and others. Made of
hardened stainless steel wire. Details lined in PVC. The size
will easily be adjusted with the nosebracket and
neckbracket. NOTE! The nosebracket and the
neckbracket may NOT be adjusted only by wire bending.
After try-in the wire must be cut to adequate length.The
color of the lining shows the size. Length = the length of the
muzzle without neckband (see picture). See also the Size
Guide tab. You can also buy our muzzles from us at lure
coursing events etc. Contact us for more information. Read
more about muzzle adjustment (Swedish).

245,00SEK
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Lure Coursing

Wire Muzzle - XL
Wire Muzzle of Australian type for bigger Borzoi and
Scottish Deerhound. Made of hardened stainless steel wire.
Details lined in PVC. The size will easily be adjusted with the
nosebracket and neckbracket. NOTE! The nosebracket and
the neckbracket may NOT be adjusted only by wire
bending. After try-in the wire must be cut to adequate
length. Length = the length of the muzzle without neckband
(see additional image). You can also buy our muzzles from
us at lure coursing events etc. Contact us for more
information. Read more about muzzle adjustment.

275,00SEK

Wire Muzzle - XXL
Irish Wolfhound Wire Muzzle of Australian type in two sizes,
one for dogs and one for bitches. Made of hardened
stainless steel wire. Details lined in PVC. The size will easily
be adjusted with the nosebracket and neckbracket. NOTE!
The nosebracket and the neckbracket may NOT be
adjusted only by wire bending. After try-in the wire must be
cut to adequate length. The color of the lining shows the
size. You can also buy our muzzles from us at lure coursing
events etc. Contact us for more information. Read more
about muzzle adjustment.

325,00SEK

Wire Coated Muzzle
Muzzle of English model, made of hardened stainless steel
wire and coated with plastic. The muzzles are available in
sizes from Italian Greyhound to Greyhound, Magyar Agar
and others. Some of the sizes are available with different
depths. This is marked with "x" after the number indicating
size. "xx" is the deepest mouth basket. You will find a size
chart at the "Specifications" tab. You can also buy our
muzzles from us at lure coursing events etc. Contact us for
more information. Read more about muzzle adjustment.

220,00SEK
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Lure Coursing

Lure Coursing Vest
Lure coursing vest in red and white. The vest is sewn in a
very elastic material, a material most often used to sew
swimwear. The vests are available in different sizes from
the Italian Greyhound to the Irish Wolfhound.

100,00SEK

Whippetrace Coat
Whippet Race coat in the colors black, blue, red and white.
The coats are sewn in a very elastic material, a material
most often used to sew swimwear. They come in two sizes.

460,00SEK

Vaseline
Medical and triple refined vaseline which is used to protect
the carpal pad at the forelimb in the practice of lure
coursing. Lubricate abundantly on the carpal pad and the
area around it, just before start. Contains 500ml.

75,00SEK
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